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What We 
Want To Know

So what is a ‘super’ 
guitar, exactly?
Actually, we made that 
up: these ‘multi-voice’ 
guitars do more than your 
standard instrument – 
that’s super in our book.

So why don’t more 
companies make this 
style of guitar?
Most of us have enough 
difficulty with one-voice 
guitars. But ever since 
Parker popularised the 
magnetic/piezo two-
voice guitar, many 
makers have followed.

Are these guitars 
complex to use?
Well, you’ll also need an 
acoustic amp/PA for the 
piezo sounds and a guitar 
synth or MIDI sound 
module (see p121)…

gear, sound or tuning to 
summon up yet another idea. 
If any of that applies to you then 
read on. Both of these North 
American-made guitars will 
change the way you think about 
your instrument and its sounds.

 Carvin NS-1 
Think Carvin and it’ll probably 
conjure images of Steve Vai and 
his signature amps, or perhaps 

the Frank Gambale and Allan 
Holdsworth signatures we 
looked at back in issue 360. But, 
yes, as this NS-1 proves, Carvin 
makes guitars with nylon 
strings, too. Of course, nylon-
string guitars are a no-go area 
for the vast majority of us still 
traumatised by those cheap 
‘classical’ guitars we learned on 
back in school. But the NS-1, like 
Godin’s Multiac nylon-string 
guitars, is about as far removed 
from those models as it’s 
possible to be. Add in a fully 
featured hexaphonic pickup 
system and active EQ, not to 
mention a 13-pin DIN output to 
hook yourself up to a synth, and 
you have a very different guitar.

Aside from the classical-style 
headstock and tie-block bridge, 
there’s nothing here that 
references the classical guitar. 
Construction-wise, for example, 
we have a mahogany thru neck, 
with chambered wings topped 
with a finely flamed maple cap. 
Its outline references a 
Telecaster, not a Torres; the 
ebony ’board has very electric-
like medium gauge frets and a 
‘semi flat’ fingerboard radius of 
508mm. In classical-style, the 
fingerboard face is marker free 
– thankfully, though, we have 
electric-like side dots from the 
3rd to the top 21st fret.

Compared with a classical’s 
50mm or 52mm nut width we 
have a far more manageable 
48.6mm width, while string 
spacing at the bridge is Fender 
electric-like at 55mm. The neck 
profile is a finely shaped, 

While we’re hardly in 
the midst of a 1950s-
style guitar-making 

golden age right now, there’s 
little doubt that in terms of 
choice, us guitarists have never 
had it so good. It’s especially 
true for the player who wants 
(or needs) to produce different 
sounds: live, for recording or 
just for fun. Many a songwriter 
will turn to a different piece of 
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Carvin NS-1 & 
Godin xtSA £1,563 & £1,299
Are you bored of your standard electric guitar? 
You don’t need to be. This pair of ‘super guitars’ shows 
us a different way… to infinity and beyond! 

A world of MIDI awaits via the NS-1’s 13-pin hexaphonic output
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an electric. Godin’s Multiac 
Grand Concert SA does sound a 
more realistic, but its feedback 
threshold is lower. The NS-1 is 
much more feedback-resistant 
– a good choice for louder gigs, 
especially with a full band.

 Godin xtSA Koa 
Godin’s flagship ‘super’ guitar, 
this xtSA is one of 10 of the 
company’s Synth Access (SA) 
guitars, the majority of which 
are actually nylon-strings. This 
fact clearly illustrates the type 
of player – in Godin’s eyes – who 
might want to experiment with 
all things MIDI. Of the two 
other steel-string SA guitars, the 
Freeway SA offers magnetic 
sounds, too, but has piezo 
output, while the LGX-SA, like 
the xtSA, is a ‘three-voice’ guitar 
with magnetic, piezo acoustic 
and Synth Access sounds but 
with a hardtail bridge.

synth patches, and along with 
the standard jack piezo output 
there’s the necessary 13-pin 
socket to access the world of 
MIDI. This well spec’d preamp 
is provided by Graph Tech, 
along with the hexaphonic 
piezo pickup mounted in the 
ebony tie-block bridge.

 Sounds 
With an obviously small 
acoustic voice, plugged in the 
NS-1 possesses a clean, clear 
and fairly uncoloured nylon 
tone. There’s noticeable piezo 
snap if you dig in, but with 
careful use of the midrange 
controls and a slight treble and 
bass lift the guitar sounds pretty 
convincing, with quite a bit of 
thump in there for percussive 
styles. It certainly has a reduced 
dynamic range compared with a 
more standard cutaway electro, 
but then it plays much more like 

slightly flat-backed D that 
should feel comfortable played 
in either thumb-around or more 
traditional thumb-behind 
positions. In fact, picking this 
out of its hard case, there’s a 
definite steel-string-meets-
nylon crossbreed feel.

It’s all beautifully made and 
finished in a high-quality style 
that’s typical of Carvin’s 
detailed build. The finish is 
super glossy but clearly thin: 
you can see the undulating 
ripples of the flame maple top 
through the finish. Weight-wise, 
it’s tubby compared to a lightly 
built classical instrument but 
very lightweight for an electric.

Three stacked gold-plated 
knobs take care of business with 
MIDI/piezo volume, and 
centre-notched treble and bass 
cut/boost, mid cut/boost and 
sweep. A mini toggle 
momentary switch changes 

The Rivals

PRS’s piezo system, designed 
in conjunction with LR Baggs, 
has been available on 
Hollowbody guitars for well 
over a decade, and is now 
found on the Custom platform. 
The P22 (approx £2,850), 
comes with a vibrato option 
and is a superb, high-end two-
voice guitar. Taylor’s T5 series 
comes at the dual voice from 
a different angle: a thinline 
electro acoustic with onboard 
magnetic pickup. Mad? Not 
when you plug one in: the 
T5 Classic has a street price 
of around £1,400. Roland 
offers up its Gk-3 pickup 
(£140), which can be fitted to 
most solidbody guitars and 
maximises the GR-55 synth/
effects system (from £702)

The stacked controls include a volume knob that handles MIDI and piezo sounds The nylon-string NS-1 has a tie-block bridge but it’s far from a standard classical
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 Sounds 
Once you get your head around 
the possibilities, the xtSA is a 
superb performer. With three-
band EQ and volume on the 
piezo acoustic side it’s not hard 
to tame the expected bright, 
zingy voice to something a little 
fuller and darker. Using the mix 
output you can easily create 
some very usable modern jazzy 
electric/acoustic sounds that 
conversely work for more 
modern arpeggio lines, all the 
time blurring the gap between 
‘acoustic’ and ‘electric’ sounds. 

Taking separate outputs, of 
course, you can really test the 
potential by running the sounds 
to separate amps: a little crunch 
on the magnetic side and clean 
‘tracked’ acoustic. It works 
exceedingly well, adding big 
textures. Plug in a synth, which 
tracks our technique a little 
more accurately than the NS-1, 
and you’ll be putting world and 
oyster in the same sentence.

As a pure electric, the xtSA 
doesn’t disappoint. It doesn’t 
have huge character but the 
pretty powerful bridge 

The real heart of the guitar 
lies with its three voices. On the 
magnetic side is a trio of Godin 
pickups in HSH layout 
controlled by volume and tone. 
The third pot looks after MIDI 
volume, with a momentary 
action mini switch for MIDI 
duties and a three-way mode 
switch for magnetic/piezo or 
both. The piezo’s slider controls 
(volume, bass mid and treble) 
are on the upper shoulder.

The hexaphonic pickups 
necessary for the Synth Access 
are buried in the saddles of the 
modern two-post vibrato, 
which is recessed into the top: 
upbend is a minor 3rd on the 
G string and down not as far a 
Floyd, but it’s far enough for 
most of us. Straight out of the 
box, tuning stability is 
impressive. It’s a technology-
laden guitar, for sure. Just wait 
until you plug in…

meets-Telecaster single-cut 
outline is, well, distinctive.

Back to that mahogany neck, 
though. While it feels superb, 
the satin finish does feel very 
new, so we couldn’t resist giving 
it a quick rub with 0000 wire 
wool, which – to us at least – 
gave it instantly more class and 
took just seconds to achieve. 
The ebony ’board is very clean, 
too, but Godin’s advertised 
‘ergocut’ technique (a process 
that rounds the fingerboard 
edge) seems slight here. Still, 
the fret work is pretty faultless, 
and those offset mini dots down 
the bass-side of the fingerboard 
face add subtle class – and 
they’re easier to see in playing 
position than centre-placed 
dots. Equally classy is the 
modern back-angled spliced 
headstock, which sports a 
simple black-on-white facing 
and Godin logo top-lock tuners.

If you’re new to Godin, 
prepare to be impressed. The 
koa veneer facing on this sample 
is dizzyingly attractive; the 
standard xtSA, if you prefer, has 
a figured maple veneer facing 
and comes in a limited choice of 
translucent colours. An addition 
to the koa model is the tasteful 
cream edge binding, while the 
body itself has a silver leaf 
maple ‘centre block’ with poplar 
wings, although unlike the NS-1, 
it’s all solid. To be honest, a 
chambered design would trim 
its weight – as is, it’s a rather 
chunky-feeling 3.8kg, more 
Les Paul than Stratocaster. 
Conversely, it features a bolt-on 
mahogany neck, held to the 
body with four recessed screws, 
and a uniquely shaped rear 
chamber. Throw in a very flat 
edge to the lower bout where 
the three output sockets sit and 
the guitar’s elongated Les Paul-

Even without plugging into a synth, the xtSA’s potential 
is considerable… And in conjunction with an eff ects 
’board and a dual-amp setup, it proves quite a tool

The controls and mini switches hold the key to this guitar’s multi-voice capability Synth Access is enabled by the hexaphonic pickups in the saddles

Three voices, one guitar: acoustic mix, MIDI and electric outputs
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humbucker captures a solid 
modern rock tonality; the more 
vintage-y neck pickup is 
impressively vocal; and the 
central single coil provides a 
lower output sonic contrast. 
The mixes certainly add some 
Fender-like funk, but neither 
humbucker is split here, and in 
neck/middle the humbucker 
seems to slightly overpower the 
single coil on more gained 
sounds. Clean, it sits pretty well. 

Viewed in the context of the 
sonic potential, none of this is 
a problem. Something to watch 
out for, however, is that vibrato: 
on the piezo-only or mix 
sounds, there’s a pretty 
noticeable low-end ‘thunk’ 
whenever you touch or 
accidentally hit the vibrato arm. 

 Verdict 
With two very different guitars 
paired here by their multi-voice 
status, this is not a ‘which is 

best?’ review. In terms of 
pounds-per-voice the Godin 
comes out on top, which may 
be a consideration because – 
as we discuss on the next page 
– multi-voice guitars need 
additional kit: not least a synth. 
That said, the Carvin’s detailed, 
considered build is perfect if 
you need a pro-quality nylon-
string for your louder gigs 
where a more standard electro-
acoustic doesn’t cut it. It’s a 
beautiful guitar and very 
practical with it.

The xtSA is one of numerous 
routes into the world of Synth 
Access that Godin offers in 
both steel- and nylon-strung 
formats. Even without plugging 
into a synth, its potential is 
considerable: it’s highly 
functional and cleanly built 
with sounds that may be a little 
vanilla, but in conjunction with 
an effects ’board and a dual-amp 
setup, it proves quite a tool. 

Carvin NS-1
PRICE: £1,563 (inc case)
ORIGIN: USA
TYPE: MIDI Synth Access nylon-string 
electro-acoustic
BODY: Chambered mahogany with 
AAAA grade flamed maple top
NECK: Mahogany, thru neck style
SCALE LENGTH: 648mm (25.5”)
NUT/WIDTH: Graph Tech 
Tusq/48.6mm
FINGERBOARD: Ebony, 508mm 
(20”) radius
FRETS: 21, medium jumbo
HARDWARE: Classical-style 3-a-side 
tuners, gold-plated with white pearloid 
buttons. Ebony tie-block bridge
STRING SPACING, BRIDGE: 55mm 
ELECTRICS: Graph Tech hexaphonic 
pickup with Graph Tech preamp, 
stacked volume control (synth/piezo) 
stacked treble and bass cut/boost, 
stacked mid-cut/boost and sweep. 
Outputs for piezo and 13-pin 
hexaphonic MIDI-compatible output
WEIGHT (kg/lb): 2.7/5.94
OPTIONS: Aside from a different top, 
colours and fret-size, a quilted maple 
top adds £292, koa top (£388) and 
stainless steel frets (£41)
LEFT-HANDERS: Yes, same price
FINISHES: Trans Red with natural 
mahogany neck, back and sides. Large 
selection of colours, see website
Rock Star Guitar
0121 439 9662
www.carvinworld.com

Godin xtSA Koa
PRICE: £1,299 (inc gigbag)
ORIGIN: Canada
TYPE: MIDI Synth Access steel-string 
electric with magnetic & piezo voices
BODY: Silver leaf maple centre with 
poplar wings, centre-joined koa top 
NECK: Mahogany, bolt-on
SCALE LENGTH: 648mm (25.5”)
NUT/WIDTH: Graph Tech 
Tusq/44.4mm
FINGERBOARD: Ebony, pearloid 
small-dot inlays, 406mm (16”) radius
FRETS: 22, medium
HARDWARE: 2-post vibrato with RMC 
transducers, Godin logo’d enclosed 
top-locking tuners with faux ebony 
buttons, chrome-plated
STRING SPACING, BRIDGE: 52.5mm
ELECTRICS: 2x Godin humbuckers 
(GHN1 at neck, GHB1 at bridge) with 
mid-placed GS1 single coil. Shoulder-
placed custom preamp with slider 
controls and 3-band EQ for piezo 
acoustic sound. Magnetic volume and 
tone control; synth volume control. 
Program change switch; magnetic/
piezo/both mode switch. 3 outputs: 
electric, acoustic/mix, 13-pin 
hexaphonic MIDI-compatible output
WEIGHT (kg/lb): 3.79/8.35
OPTIONS: The maple-topped xtSA in 
Lightburst, Dark Trans Red and Trans 
Black high-gloss finishes costs £1,049
LEFT-HANDERS: Only Multiac Nylon 
SA lefty at £1,599
FINISHES: Natural koa high-gloss
440 Distribution
01132 589599
www.godinguitars.com

G U I T A R I S T  R A T I N G
Build quality
Playability
Sound
Value for money

Guitarist says: Beautifully made 
nylon stage electro-acoustic 
with Synth Access and superb 
feedback resistance

G U I T A R I S T  R A T I N G
Build quality
Playability
Sound
Value for money

Guitarist says: A well-priced 
‘three-voice’ super guitar, with 
sound options that are virtually 
limitless via the SA output

The onboard preamp includes a three-way graphic EQ for piezo acoustic sounds
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Maximising Your 
Super Guitar
Before you splash out on a two- or even three-
voice instrument, let’s take a look at what else 
you might need. Wallets at the ready…

like the Godin xtSA, steel-string guitars 
such as the original Parker Fly or the latest 
PRS P22 Trem offer a standard magnetic 
‘electric’ output along with a piezo ‘acoustic’ 
voice. Typically, there’s a choice of outputs: 
‘mixed mono’ where both outputs exit the 
guitar via a single mono output jack; or a 
‘stereo’ output where the magnetic side can 
be sent to one amp and the acoustic side to 
another. Mixed mono might seem limiting, 
but if you’re a jazz player using a clean amp 
tone, for example, you can add the acoustic 
voice to the electric voice for a modern tone 
that combines the depth of the neck pickup 
with the clarity of the acoustic sound.

The ‘stereo’ option involves your standard 
electric amp for the magnetics and an 
acoustic amp or PA for the acoustic output. 
The fuller frequency response of the 

acoustic amp/PA maximises the ‘acoustic-
ness’ of your sound, which you should really 
treat as you would amplifying your electro, 
including effects if you use them.

Synths? The first stop has to be Roland’s 
GR-55 (from £610), which will have you 
creating huge synth pads and orchestral 
sounds in minutes. The difficulty is that you 
have to adjust your technique, otherwise 
you’ll be triggering notes you or your 
audience really don’t want to hear unless 
you’re after that modern classical 
Stockhausen vibe. For live work, you’ll need 
to do some serious practice, less so for 
recording where even using the GR-55 in its 
most basic form allows simple keyboard 
parts to be played from your guitar – these 
can easily be corrected or re-recorded if 
necessary. The world of MIDI throws up its 

own wonders, and again via the GR-55 you 
can just record the MIDI info, and edit and 
use that to trigger any virtual sound. If that’s 
what you have in mind then the Fishman 
TriplePlay (£499, reviewed last issue) is a 
good place to start your adventures.

For realism, a full-range acoustic amp or 
PA will work best live to amplify your synth, 
but don’t forget this whole process is about 
breaking rules. Sending a synth pad to a 
crunchy valve amp is ‘wrong’ but can, in the 
correct context, sound perfectly right. That 
applies to your acoustic sound, too.

Line 6’s StageSource L2t (see p134) is a 
multi-use PA/acoustic amp or monitor; a 
really handy piece of kit, especially if you’re 
using either of our review guitars. Its dual 
inputs, with EQ, reverb and modulation 
effects, prove perfect for the NS-1’s nylon-
string output and the output from the 
Roland GR-55; likewise, for the xtSA synth 
and acoustic voices while we run the 
magnetic side into our standard electric 
setup. Of course, two channels on any PA or 
acoustic amp would do the same, and with 
small PAs aplenty, such as HK’s Lucas Nano 
(from £599), Bose’s L1 (£899, street price) 
or Fishman’s SA220 (£1,349), having your 
own personal PA for your acoustic and/or 
synth sound is certainly a reality. But just 
remember: while these multi-voice guitars 
expand your options, make sure your wallet 
is deep enough to maximise their potential.

A guitar synth, such as the Roland GR-55, takes the power of these ‘super guitars’ even further
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